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written by Cristina

T

his issue is entirely dedicated to you. We have 

thought you had to be the protagonists and 

show your abilities, because we wouldn’t even 

be there without you. And without Sims, the real 

stars of our favorite game, nothing would be 

possibile…So here it is an issue dedicated to 

models and ads, that features 4 interviews to the 

first classifieds in our contest, trying to discover 

their secrets…

T

here have been many participants to this 

contest, and we hope you’ll do so also for the 

next one. We’ve been very happy to see so 

many people, and as you can see, we have 

chosen more than just ten creations…

I can also give you some anticipations about the 

next issue…it will be related to Sims2Cri 

September’s theme and it is about Health and 

Wellness, stretching from athletic fashion to all 

those activities that can help our Sims to keep in 

shape.

Dossiers and tips will be also included.

U

nfortunately, our spare time keeps getting 

smaller, and we don’t know how many issue 

we’ll be able to create. We’re very sorry about 

that, but you know, to follow a website, a forum, 

our personal life and writing a 50-paged 

magazine it’s getting harder. Moreover, there is 

only three of us working on the magazine and its 

article.

Anyhow, surely the Health & Wealth issue will be 

released, and we’re also working on other 

surprises, which should include a very important 

project and we hope we will find enough 

collaborators to realize it…but it’s way too soon 

to talk about it!

I

’m leaving you to these beautiful Sims…who 

knows, maybe they become celebrities and 

you’ll see them hanging around on a limousine 

with Bella Goth…I just want to point that this 

issue is a bit different from the previous ones, it is 

pretty visual and with a few articles to read, but 

the next one will be just like the old ones!
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V

anessa, photographed (and 

created) by Piccolouomo, is 

the winner of this month’s contest 

for SCMag. We couldn’t miss to 

ask them some questions and 

give them the first place in this 

issue..

3 questions to…Piccolouomo. 

Winner of the New Faces 

contest…

No way, questions for me too?? I 

have no faults! XD

Your Sims always look very 

realistic and this makes them 

unique and peculiar. Tell us at 

least one of your secrets!

Thank you *stands up and puffs 

his chest out with a fierce look*

Secrets? I do not have specific 

cheats or tips…I’ve spent hours 

and hours on BodyShop, and this 

is giving its fruits :P

When the winners of the 

contest have been 

announced, you have been 

surprised for the success of 

Pece, your other participant. 

Did you hope or think in her 

victory instead of Vanessa’s?

Actually, I did not believe 

anything. I had to face BodyShop 

masters like ViolenDoll or Kady 

(just to name a couple of them 

XD) and I really didn’t think it 

would have ended up like this… 

basically, I have learned to take 

part in contests just for the 

contest’s sake and not for 

awards and prizes. If it happens 

to win, well, it’s just better! ^^

As for Pece, it’s true, I must admit 

I supported her more than 

Vanessa. She’s one of the Sims 

I’m more endeared to: if I started 

to play the game “seriously” 

again, I’d use her without a 

doubt… and this does not 

depend on her beauty (every 

time I launch BS and I look at her I 

always find flaws on her… and I 

feel like modifying her, but then 

something stops me. Pece v2 is 

like this, with high eyes and a big 

nose… there won’t be a Pece 

v3).

To be honest, I don’t know where 

all of this “love” for her comes 

from… Pece was created to be 

the protagonist of a Sim-story I 

was planning with mariu85 (and 

then this project has not been 

released for our laziness :P)… I 

don’t know, perhaps it’s the fact 

of having provided her with a 

background story or a specific 

attitude…who knows.

Anyway, I’m very happy for 

Vanessa too! :P

Last question: as a BodyShop 

artist, what advice would you 

give to all the Sims creators of 

the community?

I don’t think I’m good enough to 

give advice…anyway I’d say:

a) keep yourself up-to-date for all 

the custom contents available. 

Often they’re the ones who lead 

you to create something or 

something else. In the past they 

were my last step: I used to 

create the Sim and then put the 

makeup on. Now I do the 

contrary: I base the Sim on 

custom contents;

b) use the face tool;

c) exercise-exercise-exercise.

Let’s now shift to Vanessa, the 

winner of the contest!

Oh yes, it will be better! *dries the 

sweat on his forehead*

First of all Vanessa, 

congratulations! How does it 

feel to be the winner? Did you 

expect that?

Absolutely not. There was a lot of 

rivalry and I took part to the 

contest almost at the end of it. I 

really didn’t think…well, I just 

would like to thank all those 

people who commented/faved 

me on Koinup…



Would you like to take part in Sims2Cri’s 

team? You may meet again Giorgio 

Todrani, who comes from your same model 

agency…

My answer is YES, I’m totally available for that. 

When are we going to start?

I’ve known Giorgio for a while now, and the last 

time I saw him he was planning some kind of 

punishment for the new Sims2Cri Mister… some 

kind of back to the throne I guess. But I don’t 

know how this ended up…

Last point-break question: name three 

things without which you do not go out:

Well…I’d say: my underwear (even if sometimes 

it happens that all of my panties are in the 

laundry! :P), my house keys (how would I do 

otherwise? I don’t trust in doormats and I’m not 

good at all with crowbars!)…and a smile. 

Despite of my passion for black, I’m a very 

friendly girl. And in bad days I prefer to stay at 

home!

Thanks Vanessa and Piccolouomo for 

answering our questions, and we hope to see 

them soon in our photo sessions!

P. & P.
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3 questions to…ViolentDoll.

Loved by the audience, Delicious 

has been voted Coolest of the 

Month and your popularity in the 

community is noticeable: where 

do you draw inspiration when 

creating your Sims?

Usually from my mood, songs or 

books. I launch the game and let my 

fantasy fly, furnishing houses or strike 

poses for my Sims. Most of the times 

it doesn’t come out as it was in my 

mind, but I give up and let things as 

they are. They’re a part of me 

anyway ^_^

The fact they’re so popular 

(sometimes I wonder why, since I’m 

not totally satisfied with some of my 

works) it makes me very happy, 

because it means I have caught the 

audience attention in some way, 

and I’ve conveyed something to it.



You always create good-looking Sims, but 

tell us the truth: do you play with them or 

use them just to crowd your 

neighborhoods?

Good question! Well, I must admit that lately I 

haven’t been creating Sims; I’m endeared to 4 

or 5 Sims and use them in my gallery, and you 

can see that. They’re like daughters for me xD

Just kidding, I have a neighborhood where I 

just play. Some Sims marry Sims from other 

families, others are left in the general ‘hood, 

that I use to shoot pics I will use somewhere, 

but not all of my Sims get through. It’s a mad 

world, you know, the Sim-world of Violent xD

Is there an element (of makeup, of 

furnishing, genetic and stuff) that you value 

as fundamental for creating a good Sim?

I’ve noticed I really cannot renounce to put 

small decorative objects everywhere. As for the 

makeup, I change it very often, I love to 

change and experiment something new, even 

if I have my favorite creators who never let me 

down (Anva, Ephemera, Buffybot..). But those 

“useless objects” are fundamental, both in my 

houses and in my pictures.

And here it is the beautiful Delicious, “ad 

honorem” winner of this contest. Ritual 

question: did you expect it?

Hi everyone!

No, really I didn’t expect it at all. I don’t know, I 

believe I do not have the typical Barbie-

appeal, and I thought my “rude” appearance 

wouldn’t be appreciated. I was wrong though.



Tell us about yourself, 

what’s your typical day?

Typical day? I do not have 

very exciting days actually. I 

wake up late, since I work at 

night, I do my housework, 

because I live on my own and 

I have to do everything. In the 

afternoon it depends: I go out 

with friends, do some 

shopping, take care of my 

motorcycle (yes, I love my two-

wheels) and then it’s time to 

get ready to work. I’m a 

bartender in a downtown 

pub, and obviously in my free 

nights – that are not many – I 

go out with friends. I’m a 

normal girl, I’d say. And I am a 

single! Then, if a good-looking 

guy wants to entertain me 

during the day…I’d be happy!

Point-break question before 

leaving: you have won a 

dinner in an exclusive 

restaurant of the downtown, 

but you can bring with you 

only another Sim among 

the two campus mascots, 

the Llama ad the Cow. Who 

would you choose?

Oh my God, I’d say the 

Llama. I’ve had troubles with 

cows at the college, they’re 

very unfriendly and I can’t 

stand them. No kidding with 

Delicious!

Thanks Delicious and Violent 

for giving us some of their time!

P. & V.
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3 questions to… Joey

Joey, you’re the silver medal in the 

New Faces Contest. Are you satisfied?

Of course I am! It has been a real surprise 

to see that one of my works not only has 

been appreciated, but it has also been 

chosen among the best ones! A great 

surprise, without a doubt.

Your pictures are always very 

detailed in every particular or color 

shade. How long does it takes for 

every picture?

More or less, not more than two hours. 

The hardest part is trying to get good 

ingame shoots, because it all starts from 

there, and if the editing is simple it’s like it 

goes on its own. Usually I don’t start with 

a precise idea: I can imagine the general 

setting, but every detail and particular is 

realized at the moment.

One last question: do you prefer 

creating male or female Sims? We 

can see from your works that you can 

do both of them with success…

Actually it’s like this, I can state I can 

create both men and women with ease, 

but most of the times the ones that come 

out better are males! Many times, when 

creating girls, I notice they have some 

masculine features. But when this 

happens I can either start over or turn the 

girl into a man!

Finally, here it is Morgan, sulky Sim 

with a rebel look. 

Your contest, there is a guitar next to 

you. Real passion or just a picture 

detail?

More than real passion, it is my reason of 

life! I’ve been playing the guitar since I 

was 8, and led by my grandfathers’ 

advice (he was a rock ‘n roll fan ^^), this 

instrument has become my mate; music 

has been fundamental to me since I 

started playing. I actually play in a 

punk/rock band.
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We know you’re quite busy and 

that your career is very successful, 

so you can’t join our models…are 

you satisfied with your job or is 

there anything you still want to do?

Well, I must admit I am quite satisfied 

with my job, my band is working hard 

to gain success, and this does not 

allow me to dedicate to different 

projects. I would like to take part in an 

alternative tv news, and investigate 

on underground generation fashions 

and trends!

Once again a  point-break 

question: name three thing you 

would never buy!

Décolleté shoes with stilettos (they’re 

not for me), hairbands or pins (I hate 

bon-ton girls) and romance novels 

such as Twilight (I know many of you 

won’t like my answer ^^).

Thanks Joey and Morgan for taking 

part in our contest!

P. & J.















3 questions to … Giorgiiii

Last but not least there is Giorgiii with 

his Dorian Cervi.

Dorian’s pictures are quite simple and 

linear, while most of your works are 

very rich in details: do you value the 

most the character or the setting?

Well, I love to surround my Sims with 

useless objects, just to give a sense of 

untidiness, but trying not to overdo. I think 

the character should be the center of 

attention. That’s why I decided not to put 

objects in the contest picture, and I must 

admit it showed its fruits! XD

What is your relation with The Sims? Do 

you like to create stories and families 

or just prefer to play with many 

different units?

Let’s say I’ve never been able to reach 

the second generation with my Sims. I 

often leave “old” Sims to play with new 

ones. Not so long ago I had to delete an 

entire neighborhood because it had 

gotten too big.

We’re at the end of our interview, 

before letting Dorian speak. How 

would you describe your style with 

only one word?

Hard question. It depends on the mood 

I’m in when I create my picture. I’d say 

“unpredictable” then.

Dorian, how does it feel to be the only 

male one among the winners? Were 

there fights with the other male 

participants?

Nope, no fights…a genuine competition 

perhaps. I think there might have been 

fights among the girls (who were many 

more).

Tell us about your projects after this 

contest. Where will you career lead 

you to?

I’ve always wanted to be a model, and I 

think this is a great way to start. One of my 

dreams is also becoming an 

showman...but there’s still time for that.



The usual point-break question: you have to 

move to a desert island and you have to 

bring with you a Sim among mrs. 

Crumplebottom, the Social Bunny and the 

Repo. Who would you choose?

OMG! None of them! Well, if forced to choose I’d 

say mrs. Crumplebottom, since there won’t be 

pursuits there, and being an elder lady, she might 

have many stories to tell me.

Goodbye Dorian and Giorgiiii, thank you for 

you collaboration!

Thank you, see you soon!

P. & G.
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photographed by Marty
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Take part in Sims2Cri's new contest, the 

star of the SC Mag next issue could be you!

Create your own "Health & Wealth" themed 

ad, and take part in our contest, you could 

be one of Sims2Cri's photographers and 

win exclusive clothes!

You'll only have to shoot an ingame picture, 

assemble and customize it as you prefer, 

create the brand, a slogan and publish it 

according to the following rules. You can 

create up to four pics, having so more 

chances to win; all the selected ones could 

choose a skin and the first three 

classifieds and the coolest will choose and 

download exclusive clothes created by 

Sims2Cri's staff!

Rules:

You have to create a Health & Wealth-themed Ad, that can 

be about every fashion-related field, from clothing 

(sportwear is preferred) to beauty care, from shoes to gym 

and beaty farm, and that has to concern the Sims world. If 

you need further examples just take a look to the previous 

SC Mag's issues http://www.sims2cri.com/eng_scmag.php, 

and look at the ads realized by the staff.

Every contestant can create UP to 4 pics.

Size: vertical A4 (827x1169 pixels) and 100dpi resolution if 

you post the close-up and the full-lenght separately, or an 

horizontal A3 (1654x1169px) and 100dpi resolution if you put 

together the close-up and the full-lenght. Other sizes will 

not be published.

Pics must be published on Koinup, and tagged as 

scmagadseptcontest.

The deadline is October 5th.

Prizes and outcomes

Judges: Sims2Cri's staff (Cristina, Paperpin in particular)

Criteria: creativity, cure, quality and connection to the 

theme.

At least 10 best entries will be published on the issue of the 

magazine. All selected will win a skins at their choice.

The first 3 classifieds, beyond the publication (with credits 

of course), will win 2 creation of the staff, at their choice 

(new skins will be add on this page during the contest).

The Koinup coolest (at October 6th) can choose 2 creation.

The First Classified will win a special award: a sculpture, 

with custom message and clap animation. Your sims earn 

25 entertainment points when watching it. 

Read the full rules version here 

http://www.koinup.com/contest/scmagadsept/

http://www.koinup.com/contest/scmagadsept/
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Credits for AD

Michele:

http://www.koinup.co

m/Michele_Lita/

ShopSims - Anva - 

MTS2 - TSR - 

GardenOfShadows

Marty86:

http://www.koinup.co

m/Marty86/

Lady Oscar:

http://www.koinup.co

m/Lady_Oscar/

hair by Rosesims - dress 

by Lianasims - Makeup 

by Anva on MTS - Nails 

by LadyOscar

Davexxx:

http://www.koinup.co

m/xxxdave/

Lebahmadu:

AB eyewear

glasses by icedmango: 

modthesims2.com/sho

wthread.php?t=275805

hair by rosesims: 

rosesims.net

peggy: 

peggyzone.com

Muzza:

http://www.koinup.co

m/MuZza/

Houd:

http://www.koinup.com/Hound/

clubcrimsyn.com/ helgasims.com/
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Muzza:

http://www.koinup.com/MuZza/

Giorgiii:

http://www.koinup.com/GiorGiiii/

MaryDory:

http://www.koinup.com/mary_dory/

Model: Raonsim, GOS, Anva, La_Pink, Helaene, 

Alkaloid, Navetsea, Justsims2, Rensim, 

Roxy(Lovelysim), ViolentDoll (Sloppy Junk), SAU /// 

Backgrounds by Deviantart: Malleni, 

ElviraVonNosferatus

Ikamala:

http://www.koinup.com/ikamala/

model: Evangeline. Credit: Anva , 

IcediMango, X-Sims , Sims4Life and 

Rossyrose

Emme:

http://www.koinup.co

m/emme/

Marty86:

http://www.koinup.co

m/Marty86/

Model: Nicole Lewis

Silvy87:

http://www.koinup.com/Silvy87/

Edenstyle, Nouk, Helaene, Anva, 

Bruno,Thesimssi2, SussisSoGoodSims2, 

Rensim.
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People worked on this issue:

Editor: Cristina Donati aka Cristina/Cri

Editor Assistant: Daniela Tocco aka Paperpin

Cover Designer: Piccolouomo

Layout: Cristina

Writer and Photographer:

Cristina

Paperpin

Andrewrlz

Dave

Emme

GinaGG

Giorgii

Joey

Kady

Ikamala

LadyOscar

MaryDory

Marty

Michele

Muzza

Piccolouomo

Silvy87

Tictic

ViolentDoll

Thanks

I have to thank Daniela as usual, even because thins month she 

has had to work for me and contact the winners and check out 

what was missing. But thank you mainly to you, because this 

issue has been made by you and it is just for you that it has 

been released, both winners and participants. Thanks to the 

first classifieds that answered our questions and thanks to al 

our readers!

Obviously, thanks to all the creators of custom contents for 

The Sims 2, it would be impossible to name everyone, that’s 

why this last thank goes to the Sims 2 community.

SC Mag and Sims2Cri are searching new staff 

members! If you are interested to become 

part of Sims2Cri staff, just read

http://www.sims2cri.com/eng_wantyou.php 

or contact us at

scmag-editor@sims2cri.com 

if you are interested in SC mag
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